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foreword

A short book has its own demands: it must create its own world, with its own
exigencies, but cannot be exhaustive; it must limit itself to one or two themes
but must suggest the larger world; it must in every part be interesting, but
since all of it is so readily referenced, no part must outshine any other.

Victor Ortiz meets these requirements admirably. His twinned subjects of air/
mist/breath, on the one hand, and relationship, on the other, are subtly inter-
twined, neatly balanced, suggestive of more, much more. The result is an effec-
tive meditation on both, without striving for dramatic effect or technical arti-
fice. The book is a portal, and we as readers are left musing more deeply on our
own circumstances, our certainties and evanescences, until our thoughts, too,
dissolve, as these poems, into breath.

Jim Kacian



into breath





no reply
the call of the foghorn
all day



coastal redwoods
the silence of
the streaking sun





chirping sparrows
in the darkness of morning
our first night together



lifting fog—
the rising sun drips
from power lines



neap tide
the old lighthouse under
reconstruction



in the distance
the shadow of a palm tree
morning mist



hopscotch—
sun spots
on the sea





storm clouds
leaving the harbor—
sunday morning



kissing you
my stomach
stops growling



in still water
   reeds lengthen
   clouds float



a water strider
on the lake—
crystal crag shifts



white clouds
in the blue lake—
a passing sky





foggy morning—
a railroad signal
clanging light



a white pelican
lost in the sound
of a foghorn



empty bed
the warmth of your pillow
between my thighs



into breath
   on a cold window
a small handprint



between cool mists
   the warm sun
and the silence





december mist
a brief gathering
in the graveyard



winter night
my eyes closed to cold
ocean winds



a foghorn drone
deep within the haze:
the hum in my throat
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